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International Student Success: One Step at a Time

A common story for international students stems from confusion over cultural or idiomatic expressions used during lectures. Issues facing students and faculty are usually born out of both a culture and a language gap.
Grant Funded European Travel for Recent Alumna
My goals were to learn about the organizational and backstage aspects of managing large historical venues, to improve my German speaking abilities, and to experience the European performance culture.

Thomas Kroll, International Alum
Tom is now pursuing his PhD in Aerospace Engineering at the University of Minnesota and believes the UNH curriculum was essential in helping him get to where he is today.

Notes from a Fulbright English Teaching Assistant in Tajikistan
Meaghan had originally applied for a Fulbright ETA to Montenegro. She was an alternate, but
In July was contacted by Fulbright to ask if she would consider teaching in Tajikistan.